
IN PARLIAMENT

HOUSE OF COMMONS

SESSION 2005-06

CROSSRAIL BILL

P E T I T I O N

Against the Bill - On Merits - Praying to be heard by Counsel, &c.

TO THE HONOURABLE THE COMMONS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED

THE HUMBLE PETITION of:

THE RESIDENTS' SOCIETY OF MAYFAIR AND ST. JAMES' AND

THE GROSVENOR MAYFAIR RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION

SHEWETH as follows:—

1 A Bill (hereinafter referred to as "the Bill") has been introduced into and is now

pending in your Honourable House intituled "A Bill to make provision for a

railway transport system running from Maidenhead, in the County of Berkshire,

and Heathrow Airport, in the London Borough of Hillingdon, through central

London to Shenfield, in the County of Essex, and Abbey Wood, in the London

Borough of Greenwich; and for connected purposes.".

2 The Bill is promoted by the Secretary of State for Transport (hereinafter called

"the Promoter").

Relevant clauses of the Bill

3 Clauses 1 to 20 of the Bill together with Schedules 1 to 9 make provision for the

construction and maintenance of the proposed works including the main works
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set out in Schedule 1. Provision is included to confer powers for various

building and engineering operations, for compulsory acquisition and the

temporary use of and entry upon land, for the grant of planning permission and

other consents, for the disapplication or modification of heritage and other

controls and to govern interference with trees and the regulation of noise.

4 Clauses 21 to 44 of the Bill together with Schedule 10 make provision for the

application with modifications and the disapplication in part of the existing

railways regulatory regime which is contained in and in arrangements made

under the Railways Act 1993 and associated legislation. In particular, they

provide for the disapplication of licensing requirements, the imposition of

special duties on the Office of Rail Regulation ("ORR"), the modification of

railway access contract and franchising arrangements and the disapplication of

railway closure requirements and of the need for consent from Transport for

London in relation to impacts on key system assets. Provision is also included

to enable agreements to be required as between the nominated undertaker and

controllers of railway assets, to govern the basis for arbitration and to provide
for the transfer of statutory powers in relation to railway assets.

5 Clauses 45 to 59 of the Bill together with Schedules 11 to 14 contain

miscellaneous and general provisions. These include provision for the making

of transfer schemes, the designation of nominated undertakers, the devolution of

functions and as respects other actions to be taken by the Secretary of State.

Provision is also made in particular for the disapplication or modification of

various additional miscellaneous controls, for the treatment of burial grounds,
for the application of provisions of the Bill to future extensions of Crossrail, for

the particular protection of certain specified interests and as respects arbitration.

Your Petitioners and their properties

6 Your Petitioners are the Residents' Society of Mayfair & St. James' and the

Grosvenor Mayfair Residents' Association. Your Petitioners are residents'

societies/associations representing the interests of those living and working in



the Mayfair and St. James' areas of London including important businesses,

hotels and shops.

7 The Residents' Society of Mayfair and St James' (formerly the Residents'

Association of Mayfair (RAM established in 1976)) represents a cross-section of

approximately 250 residents in the Mayfair and St James' community.

8 The Grosvenor Mayfair Residents' Association represents 350 residents residing

in Social Housing stock from the Peabody Trust in North Mayfair. The

Association was formed in 1993 and has since become a recognised and

accredited Association working in partnership with Westminster City Council.

9 Your Petitioners represent and have concern in relation to the interests of those

residents and businesses in the area of Mayfair, and its members own and have

interests in properties ('the Properties') within that area of London, some of

which are subject to compulsory acquisition or use under the Bill, and some of
which, whilst not subject to the compulsory purchase proposals of the Bill, are

in the immediate vicinity of the proposed works and liable to be injuriously
affected by them.

10 Your Petitioners and their members' rights, interests and property are

injuriously affected by the Bill, to which your Petitioners object for the reasons

amongst others, here stated.

Your Petitioners' concerns

Generally

11 Your Petitioners have many substantial concerns respecting the provisions of the

Bill as affecting the Properties and their interests in them. Your Petitioners are
greatly concerned by the overall impact which the construction of Crossrail as

proposed will have upon the fabric, general amenity and value of the Properties.

They contend that nothing less than the highest standards of design, construction
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practice and mitigation are appropriate but it remains unclear to them that such

standards will be adopted or, if adopted, will be carried through and enforced in

the implementation of the proposed scheme.

12 Your Petitioners would respectfully record their disappointment at the failure of

the Promoters to provide full and frank disclosure of information. For example,

residents and businesses of North Mayfair have neither been offered nor

provided with full documentation pertaining to their respective dwellings.

13 Your Petitioners are concerned that the powers proposed in the Bill as affecting

the Properties are either unjustified and/or unclear. Your Petitioners are also

concerned that no adequate provision has been made to compensate the

residents and businesses of Mayfair according to the actual loss they would

suffer. Furthermore, no adequate provision has been made to secure that

damage and disruption are kept to a minimum or to secure that in other respects

their interests are reasonably safeguarded.

14 Your Petitioners also have a fundamental concern that, despite its adoption as a

Government led project, Crossrail lacks appropriate levels of funding, both for
necessary further design work and for its construction, and that this under-

resourcing prejudices your Petitioners' and other property owners' interests.

Furthermore, your Petitioners submit that provision must be made for a cap on

the amount of private funding that can be provided. Furthermore, this can affect

both funding and UK resources for other London and provincial projects,

including the 2012 Olympics.

15 In the ordinary course, your Petitioners understand that a project of this sort

would now be subject to much more detailed design work than it appears has
been undertaken. Not only is such detail missing but your Petitioners

understand that no or no sufficient budget is available for its progression at this

stage, hi consequence, the impacts upon your Petitioners' members' property

and business and domestic interests are still ill-defined and your Petitioners are

handicapped in their ability to engage with the Promoters in a positive fashion to
safeguard the interests of the area.
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16 Your Petitioners are also very conscious that the area has had to live with the

prospective construction of Crossrail for more than 15 years since its previous

submission to Parliament, hi consequence, your Petitioners' property business

and domestic interests and the Mayfair area more generally have been blighted

for a very considerable time. No provision appears to be proposed to give any

recognition to this detriment. In addition, the blight and uncertainty that has

been suffered is now further compounded by the absence of any in principle or

other approval to funding, the consequence of which is that your Petitioners are

being put to further loss, trouble and expense without any certainty that the

project will be able to progress to implementation or that its implementation will

not be further substantially delayed. Your Petitioners believe that there is no

parallel for this in relation to other major projects and that it is generally

unjustifiable as well as being contrary to a number of important elements of
public policy.

17 For these reasons, and having regard to the more detailed particulars referred to

later in this petition, your Petitioners object to the Bill and its provisions here

referred to and they allege and are prepared to prove that they and their land,

rights and interests are injuriously and prejudicially affected by the Bill for the

reasons (amongst others) here appearing.

Clause 20

18 Clause 20 of the Bill significantly dilutes the powers of local authorities to

enforce their environmental noise control policy during the construction period

and thereafter. Your Petitioners are particularly concerned that such restrictions

will prohibit local authorities from implementing rigorous controls both during

the construction period and the running of the railway which could seriously

impact upon the residents and Properties in the Mayfair and St James' area of

London. Accordingly, your Petitioners would respectfully submit that the Bill

must not be allowed to pass into law in its current form.



Hanover Square work site and ventilation shaft, the Davies Street work site and

the Davies Mews grout shaft

19 Your Petitioners object to the current positioning of the Hanover Square work

site and ventilation shaft, the Davies Street work site and the Davies Mews grout

shaft. Your Petitioners believe that these should not be sited as presently

proposed but should be further to the north, along with the main tunnels. This

would reduce the impact of the scheme on the Petitioners to some extent,

although the impact even with such an alteration would still be considerable.

This refers namely to the Crossrail Northern Interchange Route ("CNIR")

scheme but also to the Wigmore Alignment.

20 In addition, your Petitioners submit that the Environmental Statement that

accompanies the Bill does not identify, nor provide for appropriate construction

mitigation measures against the detrimental impact of the Hanover Square shaft.

21 Your Petitioners request that the Promoter be put to proof on the location of the

Hanover Square shaft and state that there are clear and discemable alternative

locations for the shaft.

22 Your Petitioners submit that the scheme promoted in the Bill was not subject to

a full consideration of the alternative sites for the Hanover Square shaft location

23 Your Petitioners would respectfully submit that there is no connection to Oxford

Circus Station for safety reasons due to the extreme overcrowding. As a result,

large numbers of additional pedestrians will circulate around Hanover Square to

the detriment of the entire neighbourhood.

WorkNos. 1/14 and l-15a-l/15c

24 Under the Bill, the Promoter has powers to commence Work No. 1/14, the

construction of a passenger subway linking the proposed Crossrail station to the

existing London Underground Bond Street station.



25 The Bill also confers powers on the Promoter to undertake Works Nos. 15a-15c,

which relate to the temporary diversion and reinstatements of a sewer in Davies

Street and the diversion of a sewer in Weighhouse Street.

26 Your Petitioners are concerned that these works will have a significant impact

on the residents of St Anselms Place, Gilbert Street and Binney Street and also

cause considerable disruption to the business interests in Davies Street and

Weighhouse Street. Accordingly, your Petitioners seek assurances from the

Promoter that appropriate safeguards will be put in place to minimise any

impacts to the local community associated with these Works.

Subsoil acquisition

27 Your Petitioners also object to the provisions of Clause 6 of the Bill, and those

in Clause 7, insofar as the same would enable the Promoter to acquire rights in

the subsoil and undersurface of certain of the Properties. Your Petitioners

appreciate the need for the Promoter to obtain appropriate subsoil interests for

tunnelling purposes but are concerned that the application of the powers as

proposed in relation to the Properties is excessive and that their application

could lead to damage to the Properties and a serious detraction from your

Petitioners' quiet enjoyment of them.

28 Your Petitioners are especially concerned that the proposed limits of lateral and

vertical deviation in Clause 1 of the Bill would permit the route for Works Nos

1/3A and 1/3B to be varied so as to bring the works closer to (either vertically or

horizontally) some of the Properties. The provisions of Clause 1 of the Bill

could therefore well result, your Petitioners believe, in an inadequate vertical

distance between the soffit of the tunnels forming part of Works Nos. 1/3A and

1/3B and the bottommost part of the basement of the Properties. The resulting

noise, construction, vibration and, possibly, damage could therefore cause your
Petitioners great inconvenience and loss. Your Petitioners therefore submit that

such deviation could and should be more closely restricted wherever possible.



29 Your Petitioners therefore submit that the Promoter should not be permitted by

means of the Bill to interfere with private property rights and interests unless,

and except to the extent (if any) that, this can be demonstrated both to be

necessary for the purposes of the Bill and to be in the public interest. Your

Petitioners have not been provided with full justification for the proposals in the

Bill affecting the Properties and they are not satisfied that it is necessary or

expedient for the other powers of the Bill to apply at all or in the manner or to

the extent proposed.

30 Accordingly your Petitioners submit that the Promoter should demonstrate and

be put to strict proof of the need for and desirability of the proposals in the Bill,

as affecting the Properties and that the limits of deviation of Works Nos. 1/3A

and 1/3B, the resulting powers for the compulsory acquisition of subsoil, the

power to construct works and the exercise of works and ancillary powers within

the limits of deviation should be restricted in relation to your Petitioners'

property to the extent (if any) to which they can be strictly justified and so as to

minimise or prevent interference with those properties. In particular, your

Petitioners contend that any interest in its property acquired by the Promoter (in
terms of the area over which it is to subsist, the form in which it is to take at law

and any express or implied constraints which may be imposed upon the

remainder of your Petitioners' property) should be strictly limited only to that

which is absolutely necessary for the construction, safe operation and

maintenance of the proposed works.

Security

31 Your Petitioners have considerable concerns as to the impact works in their area

will have on matters of security. Given the proximity of your Petitioners to

security sensitive buildings such as the Canadian and other High Commissions

and the American, Brazilian and other Embassies and High Commissions in the
area, your Petitioners are particularly concerned that the Promoter has not yet

addressed these issues. Accordingly, should construction commence, your

Petitioners seek guarantees from the Promoter that a construction code, working
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practices, suitable accountability measures, compensation measures and

evacuation protocols will be put in place to alleviate these concerns.

32 Furthermore, Grosvenor Square will be closed on High Alert Days. Your

Petitioners would respectfully record their concern that the Promoter has failed

to provide information in relation to the impact such closures will have on both

the scheme and the community as a whole. As a consequence of these closures,

large numbers of trucks will have to be diverted, resulting in a significant loss of
amenity to those living and working in the area. For example, there will be a

considerable increase in traffic, noise and pollution. Accordingly, your

Petitioners request clarification on these issues and that appropriate safeguards

will be put in place to mitigate any impacts. For example, your Petitioners

would respectfully suggest that one such remedy would be to designate a "North

Mayfair Environmental Area" with traffic restrictions and local access only to

streets around the American Embassy in particular.

Noise, vibration, disruption and disturbance during the construction period

33 The noise and vibration arising from the construction of the railway and its

associated works and structures (such as ventilation shafts) is a matter of

significant concern to your Petitioners. Your Petitioners are concerned that a

number of Properties, whilst identified by the Bill as being at risk from these
works and associated structures, have not been addressed in the Environmental

Impact Assessment. Accordingly, your Petitioners submit that the impacts on

these Properties (such as Properties located in Binney Street, Gilbert Street,

Green Street, St Anselms Place, Duraven Street, North Audley Street, Balderton
Street, Brown Hart Gardens, Dukes Yard, George Yard, Upper Brook Street,

Lumley Street and Duke Street) remain to be fully assessed and seek assurances
from the Promoter that further assessments will be conducted.

34 Your Petitioners submit that the Promoter should be compelled to use best

available techniques in the construction (and operation) of the railway and its

associated works and structures to ensure that these adverse effects are
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minimised. Your Petitioners submit that strict standards should be set beyond

those currently envisaged by the Promoter and to which the Promoter must be

made liable to comply.

35 Your Petitioners wish to see an effective noise mitigation and monitoring

system in place before commencement and during construction of the works.

The World Health Organisation guidelines suggest a threshold of 45DB

throughout construction and operation. However, the Promoter will be unable

to comply with this threshold by virtue of Clause 20 of the Bill. Therefore,

there must in your Petitioners' submission be a threshold agreed between your

Petitioners and the Promoter. If that threshold is exceeded, the nominated

undertaker should be obliged to cease construction until such time as remedial

measures are in place which would reduce noise levels below the agreed

threshold, assuming that this is possible.

36 Your Petitioners request that provision be made for the appointment of a

suitably qualified expert in noise caused at the property by the operation of the
project should be agreed upon by the parties or in default of agreement should

be appointed by the president of the appropriate body on the application of

either party to report upon noise effects. Your Petitioners request that provision

be made that the terms of appointment should be agreed by the owner, and the

report should be addressed jointly to the parties whilst his fees should be borne

by the Promoter. Your Petitioners request that provision be made for reports to
be supplied immediately to the parties. Your Petitioners request that provision

be made that all costs expenses and VAT should be borne by the Promoter.

37 Your Petitioners request that provision be made that the vibration impact should

be monitored by the relevant experts appointed pursuant to this agreement at the

cost of the Promoter for a period of the construction works.

38 Your Petitioners request that provision be made for a suitably qualified expert in

vibration agreed upon by the parties or in default of agreement appointed by the

president of the appropriate body on the application of either party to report

upon vibration effects caused at the Properties by the operation of the project.
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Your Petitioners request that provision be made that the terms of appointment

are to be agreed by the owner and that the report to be addressed jointly to the

parties but that his fees are to be borne by the Promoter. Your Petitioners

request that provision be made that the reports are to be supplied immediately to

the parties. Your Petitioners request that provision be made that all costs
expenses and VAT to be borne by the Promoter.

39 Your Petitioners request that provision be made that if notwithstanding the

reports of the expert, any noise and vibration impact is felt in the Properties or

any part of it from the project at any time, all insulation and remedial measures

should be installed by the Promoter to the owner's satisfaction immediately upon

request by the owner and at the Promoter's cost. Your Petitioners request that

provision be made that the damage/noise and vibration impact should be

monitored by the relevant experts appointed pursuant to this agreement at the

cost of the Promoter for a period of the construction works.

40 Your Petitioners are concerned about vibration both during construction and on

completion of the proposed works. Your Petitioners fear that damage will result

from vibration if piles in the vicinity are driven rather than bored or hand-dug.

Your Petitioners also fear that vibrations caused by tunnelling as the tunnel

heading passes beneath the Properties for each of the two tunnel drives will

cause disturbance to the occupiers of their Properties. Your Petitioners request

that provision is made to ensure the absence of impact-induced vibration by the

use of absorptive track beds or other means.

41 Your Petitioners therefore submit that provision should be made that noise and

vibration are minimised by reference to such prescribed thresholds. If those

thresholds are exceeded, the nominated undertaker should be obliged to cease

construction until such time as remedial measures are in place which will reduce

noise and vibration levels below the agreed threshold.

42 Your Petitioners request that provision be made that all insulation and other

necessary remedial measures to be put in place before the tunnelling works start

in the vicinity of the Properties if the reports show a possibility of any vibration
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impact to the Properties or any part of it. Your Petitioners request that provision

be made that all statutory consents are to be obtained by Promoter at its cost.

Your Petitioners request that provision be made that if, notwithstanding the

reports, any vibration impact is felt in any of the Properties or any part of them

from the project at any time, all insulation and remedial measures are to be

installed by the Promoter to the owner's satisfaction immediately upon request

by the owner and at the Promoter's cost.

43 Your Petitioners request that provision be made for all insulation and other

necessary remedial measures are put in place before the tunnelling works start in

the vicinity of the Properties if those reports by the expert show a possibility of

any noise impact to the Properties or any part of them. Your Petitioners request

that provision be made that all statutory consents should be obtained by the

Promoter at its cost.

44 Your Petitioners request that provision be made that the Promoter must pay the

costs of alternative accommodation of no less quality and standard if any of the

Properties owners' has to relocate during the period during which any works are

carried out or the Properties cannot otherwise be occupied as they were prior to

commencement of the project. In this regard, your Petitioners would

respectfully submit that, as the majority of those residents who will need to seek

alternative accommodation are families residing in social housing, the provision

of Bed & Breakfast and/ or Hotel accommodation as a form of temporary re-
housing would be highly inappropriate. The Social Housing Stock was erected

circa 1892 and extends from Park Lane to Davies Street, Balderton Street,

Brown Hart Gardens, Lumley Street, George Yard, Weighhouse Street, Binney

Street and Gilbert Street.

45 Accordingly, your Petitioners would request that further surveys are carried out

in order to ascertain the impact such actions would have on the community and

that measures are put in place to mitigate such impacts.

46 It is also your Petitioners' contention that due to the failure of the Promoter to

carry out detailed surveys and technical specifications, more residents are left
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with the uncertainty that they may need to be relocated. Your Petitioners

therefore seek assurances from the Promoter that further assessments into this

matter will be carried out accordingly.

47 Your Petitioners would also respectfully record their concern that as a result of

the relocation of the Mayfair Medical Centre on Weighhouse Street, a large

vulnerable population will lose access to important health facilities.

Accordingly, your Petitioners would wfsh to reserve their position on this issue

until further investigative work has been carried out.

48 Your Petitioners request that provision be made that double glazing or other

suitable insulation be installed immediately at the Promoter's cost if there is

noise impact from lorry movements during construction and your Petitioners

request that provision be made that the Promoter is to obtain all necessary

statutory consents. However, this may produce conflicts with large numbers of

Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas.

49 Particularly having regard to the residential nature of many of the Properties,

your Petitioners are also concerned that hours of working should be strictly

limited. Your Petitioners are not satisfied that the Promoter's proposals for

limiting working hours are satisfactory and look for a strengthening of such

requirements. Construction of the works during the hours proposed would cause

considerable disruption to the occupiers of the Properties and your Petitioners

therefore request that alternative arrangements are agreed in this vicinity.

50 The surface works, particularly the use of working sites and the removal of

spoil, will particularly impact upon the quiet enjoyment of properties in the

vicinity. Major increases in lorry movements during the construction period are

to be expected, the disruptive effect of which will be compounded by the

permanent and temporary stopping up of nearby roads. The use and routeing of

lorries through the vicinity of the Properties is a matter of substantial concern to

your Petitioners and, in their submission, must be strictly controlled, having

regard to the particular sensitivities of the area. Mayfair has many narrow

streets that were not designed with lorries in mind, and thus any increase in lorry
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movements in the vicinity on the Properties will not only have an impact on the

streets down which lorries pass, but will also have an incremental effect on the

surrounding streets.

51 Your Petitioners are concerned about dust and dirt produced during the

construction of the proposed works. Your Petitioners request that special

provision be made to take account of the particular sensitivity and high standard

of maintenance required of the properties, homes and businesses in the Mayfair

area. It is these characteristics that contribute to the area of Mayfair and your

Petitioners submit that the individual nature of the area must be recognised by

the Promoters. Parts of the area are within a Conservation Area and a number of

buildings are Listed Buildings, and your Petitioners submit that this must be

taken into account by the Promoters, through a full assessment of the potential

impact on those buildings that are listed and those buildings that are within

Conservation Area designations, and the implementation of adequate measures

to mitigate the effects of construction. Your Petitioners would wish to see

binding commitments imposed on the Promoter to require adherence to agreed

measures to reduce dust, and to carry out additional mitigation if dust continues

to be a nuisance at the Properties. Your Petitioners request that provision be

made to ensure that the Promoter takes responsibility for the reimbursement of

your Petitioners for additional expense caused by dust and dirt such as more

frequent cleaning of the Properties and more frequent replacement of air
conditioning filters.

52 Your Petitioners are also concerned to ensure that disruption to access, both

vehicular and pedestrian, caused by the construction of Crossrail is kept to an

absolute minimum during the construction period in order to protect the interests

of residents and business in the Mayfair area as far as possible. Your Petitioners
note the obligation under paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 3 to the Bill to provide
reasonable access for pedestrians going to or from premises abutting a highway

that has been temporarily stopped up. Your Petitioners request that good and

open access be maintained in all other cases as well, such as in the event of the

erection of hoardings and scaffolding, use of the footway next to the property,

the placing of equipment and apparatus there, and the parking, loading and
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unloading of vehicles, either by means of amendment of the Bill or agreement

with your Petitioners. Your Petitioners further request that vehicular access to

their properties be maintained where practicable and that compensation be

awarded for any costs incurred through inability to service or park at their

properties due to the works.

53 Your Petitioners further submit that the nominated undertaker should be

required under the Bill to provide detailed plans, method statements and other

particulars of works including the work programmes and schedules of deliveries

(in particular abnormal deliveries) occurring in the Mayfair area substantially in

advance of the commencement of construction operations.

54 More generally and having regard to the role which your Petitioners play and

are expected to play by themselves and in some cases their lessees, tenants,

occupiers and employees as well as local residents, both as a source of

information in relation to local developments and as a representative body, your

Petitioners seek special consultative arrangements with the Promoter. Such

arrangements in your Petitioners' submission can only help facilitate the

progression of the Crossrail scheme.

55 Your Petitioners wish to be satisfied that there will be no disruption to statutory

services provided to the Properties as a result of the construction of the proposed

works. In your Petitioners' submission a co-ordinated programme of works to

services leading into the Properties need to be established by the Promoter and

the details provided to your Petitioners, to prevent a succession of statutory

undertakers' works to and reinstatement of streets in the Mayfair area.

Subsidence, settlement and associated damage to properties during and after

construction

56 Your Petitioners are concerned about settlement effects on the Properties. Many

of the properties comprised in the Mayfair area are particularly sensitive by

reason of the general nature of their construction, their age and the incorporation

of fragile architectural features such as old fashioned Georgian footings and
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weak foundations as well as ornamental plasterwork. Many properties are

Listed Buildings and / or within Conservation Area designation, and your

Petitioners submit that these buildings must be protected from any negative

effects of construction. Your Petitioners are particularly concerned that a large

number of Listed Buildings in the North Mayfair area, whilst identified by the
Bill as being at risk from the works, have not been addressed in the

Environmental Impact Statement. Accordingly, your Petitioners submit that the

impacts on such buildings remain to be fully assessed and given the significant

number that will be affected your Petitioners seek assurances from the Promoter

that further assessments will be conducted. Your Petitioners request that

provision be made for an effective and agreed monitoring system to be put in

place before commencement and during construction of the works, to measure

the exact effect of any settlement on the Properties. There must in your

Petitioners' submission be a threshold agreed between your Petitioners and the

Promoter for ground movement within the vicinity of the Properties and

distortions of their structures. Your Petitioners request that provision be made

that if that threshold is exceeded then the undertaker nominated to carry out the

works is obliged to cease construction until such time as remedial measures are

in place which will minimise settlement and consequently avoid distress to the

Properties. Your Petitioners request that they be given at least 14 days' notice

of the intended passage of the tunnel boring machines beneath the Properties.

Your Petitioners request that provision be made for any necessary safeguarding

or remedial measures to be agreed between your Petitioners and the nominated

undertaker.

57 Your Petitioners submit that those Properties that do not have a listed building

or scheduled ancient monument designation, have not been sufficiently assessed

in terms of the impacts on the built heritage, and your Petitioners submit that

such assessment should take place in relation to buildings which contribute to
the local scene and Conservation Areas, whether or not they are within a

specific designation.

58 Tunnelling of the station platform tunnels is proposed to be carried out using the

Sprayed Concrete Lining (SCL) method, which has been attributed to a number
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of tunnel collapses in the past. This is also previously know as the New

Austrian Tunnelling Method ("NATM"). Your Petitioners seek assurance that

this technique, if it is authorised, is to be carried out correctly, and seek to

ensure that appropriate independent review of the methodology is carried out

prior to the vast caverns being constructed, and that sufficient independent

controls are in place during construction.

59 Your Petitioners are particularly concerned that it is understood and taken into

account by the Promoter and any nominated undertaker, that, in this regard, the

distinction between listed and unlisted buildings is negligible. Your Petitioners

are concerned that appropriate safeguarding measures should be carried out to

all buildings, listed or otherwise, to reduce the effect of construction,

particularly structural damage, having particular regard to each building's

special attributes. Your Petitioners are further concerned that assessments on

settlement have not been undertaken for unlisted buildings.

60 In order to reduce settlement damage to a minimum, your Petitioners contend
that the running tunnels should be constructed at the greatest practical depth and

that the freedom under the Bill to deviate upwards should be strictly limited.

61 Your Petitioners request that provision be made for all damage or other defects

occurring to the Properties or any part of them caused by the tunnelling or the

operation of the project at any time be made good by the Promoter at the

Promoter's expense immediately upon request by the owner and to the owner's

satisfaction and in accordance with method statement agreed by the owner.

Your Petitioners request that provision be made for all necessary statutory

consents to be obtained by the Promoter at its cost. Your Petitioners request that

provision be made for the owner to be compensated immediately by the

Promoter for all damage to contents by replacement cost as new for new items,

or the insurance valuation for any antique items or otherwise as appropriate.

62 Directly relating to this, your Petitioners are concerned that in addition to the

danger to buildings from subsidence and deterioration, the Promoter has failed
to give due consideration to the value of property which will be affected in this
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unique area of Central London, one of the country's major tourist destinations

and the investment in it which affects the prosperity of the whole country. Your

Petitioners contend that any disruption to trading patterns in Westminster and

the West End including shopping would prejudice the council's income and

reputation. Your Petitioners are concerned that given the high rental and capital

value of premises in these areas, that compensation, should they be damaged

and businesses driven out will be beyond the means of the Government.

63 The long period of construction will act to create a barren corridor throughout

the heart of the West End commercial area. As a result, your Petitioners submit

that businesses, subject to disruption, will relocate out of town and having lost

their trading traditions will not return. This will have a serious impact on

Westminster and the London economy as a whole.

Noise and vibration from the running of the trains after completion

64 The operation of the railway (including the use of ventilation shafts and other

ancillary uses) must also be expected to give rise to air and ground borne noise

and vibration in respect of which the Promoter is subject to no limitations in the

Bill or the Environmental Statement. Your Petitioners submit that the Promoter

should be compelled to use best available techniques in the construction and

operation for the railway to ensure that these adverse effects are minimised.
Furthermore, your Petitioners submit that the nominated undertaker should also

be required to consult with your Petitioners with regard to noise and vibration

monitoring. They also submit that strict standards for specific building types

and uses should be set to which the Promoter must be made liable to comply.

Deterioration of condition

65 Your Petitioners are concerned that the condition of the Properties will

deteriorate as a result of the works. Your Petitioners submit that provision

should be made to their reasonable satisfaction for a condition survey of the

Properties shortly before the commencement of the works and shortly after their
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completion. The costs and value losses of rectifying entirely any deterioration

in the condition of the Properties found to be due to the works and any losses in

value or interim losses of any kind should also be reimbursed by the Promoter.

66 Furthermore, your Petitioners request that provision be made for the

appointment of a suitably qualified engineer agreed between the parties or in

default of agreement appointed by the president of the appropriate body on the

application of either party to record the condition of the property at six monthly

intervals for a period of two years before tunnelling works in the vicinity of the

property commence. Your Petitioners request that provision be made for the

terms of appointment to be agreed by the owner, and for the report to be

addressed jointly to the parties and your Petitioners request that provision be

made for the fees to be paid by the Promoter. Your Petitioners request that

provision be made for reports to be supplied immediately to the parties. Your

Petitioners request that provision be made for all costs expenses and VAT to be

borne by the Promoter.

67 In the alternative, your Petitioners intend to commission a condition survey of

the Properties shortly before the commencement of the works and shortly after

their completion. Your Petitioners request that the costs of carrying out such

surveys, and of rectifying any deterioration in the condition of the Properties

found to be due to the works, be reimbursed by the Promoter.

68 Your Petitioners also wish to register their concern that the Environmental

Impact Statement does not provide for the reinstatement of all Community Use

buildings such as the London Institute of Art (65 Davies Street) and Kings

Weighhouse Cathedral (Davies Street) once the works have been completed.

Accordingly, your Petitioners seek assurances from the Promoter that such
buildings will be returned to their previous state upon completion of the works.

69 Your Petitioners also seek assurances from the Promoter that all demolished

buildings will be replaced in strict compliance with the most recent Westminster

Unitary Development Plan.
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Failure to consider or to properly consider alternative schemes

70 Your Petitioners are concerned that neither the Bill nor any of the documents

deposited with it or since and made available to the public either consider or

properly consider alternative cross-London rail schemes to the scheme currently

being advanced by the Promoter through the Bill. By virtue of the European

Community Directive 85/337/EC on 'The assessment of the effects of certain

public and private projects on the environment' (as amended by Directive

97711/EC) and under Part I of Schedule 4 to the Town and Country Planning

(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 (SI

No.293) ("the EIA Regulations 1999"), the Environmental Statement that
accompanied the Bill should outline the main alternatives studied by the

Promoter and include an indication of the main reasons for the choice of route

taken by the Promoter, taking into account the environmental effects of the

options. In particular, your Petitioners consider that no study or no proper study

has been undertaken of the CNIR by the Promoter which provides a number of

benefits to your Petitioners and others. In particular, the socio-economic

benefits and the regenerative qualities the CNIR will bring to the Kings Cross

area. Your Petitioners would respectfully contend that this route would be more

capable of resolving the concerns of your Petitioners and others than the current

scheme advanced by the Promoter through the Bill,

71 The CNIR would run along an east-west alignment to the north of the current

scheme proposed by the Promoter, running roughly parallel and below the

existing Circle and Metropolitan and Hammersmith & City London
Underground line with an altered Paddington station and then double-ended

stations at Marylebone/Baker Street; Euston/ St. Pancras/Kings Cross;

Barbican/Moorgate and Liverpool Street/Bishopsgate. The CNIR would

provide a direct rail connection between Terminal 5 to Heathrow Airport and St
Pancras (for CTRL) and many more improved connections generally with

Heathrow and Stansted airports. The Promoter refers to a previous version of

the CNIR proposal in Volume 1 of the Environmental Statement (paragraphs

6.3.18 to 6.3.22). However, your Petitioners strongly refute the Promoter's

arguments in this respect particularly as your Petitioners believe that this
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assessment was based on known to be outdated proposals put by the Residents'

Association of Mayfair, the forerunner of one of your Petitioners, the Residents'

Society of Mayfair and St. James', in early 1992 which were amended to the

Promoter's knowledge with comments by 1993/1994. Overall these have since

been amended and improved several times and are now represented by the

current CNIR proposals as advanced by your Petitioners to CLRL in 2001/2002

and 2004/2005 which address any alleged shortcomings of earlier proposals and

the Promoter has therefore failed in its statutory duty to conduct either any study

or a proper study of your Petitioner's alternative scheme as required under

European Law and under the EIA Regulations 1999.

72 Furthermore, your Petitioners humbly submit that their current proposals

concerning the CNIR should be given proper consideration in the light of the

benefits that your Petitioners believe their alternative route would bring

compared to the route proposed by the Promoter in the Bill, particularly in view

of the fact that London has been awarded the 2012 Olympics which raises issues

of potential conflict between the programme management of the Crossrail

project and the programme management for the Olympics. These benefits

include inter alia as foliows:-

(a) better tube connections, connections to London airports and

interchanges, connecting with nearly every London Underground line

and helping to relieve congestion on the London Underground system.

In particular, approximately £4 billion could be saved. CNIR postulates

an approximate overall saving, as against Crossrail, of some 30% in

capital cost. This does not take account of other benefits from

regeneration etc. of areas which need it by deleting several kilometres of

disruptive new Crossrail Line between Liverpool Street and Canary

Wharf. This intrusive scheme is very similar to an earlier discarded

alignment of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link which, the Select

Committees for that Bill wisely ensured was diverted following an East

End outcry. This scheme runs now sensibly under the North London

railway from Stratford to near St Pancras. Nevertheless, Crossrail

proposes to repeat this same error and quite unnecessarily. CNIR
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incorporates a low cost and predominantly surface railway in order to

serve Canary Wharf and the Thames Gateway in general. Furthermore,

this section of CNIR could be constructed ahead of and to support the

2012 London Olympics. This is primarily because it amounts to a

surface railway from Stanstead to Stratford, Woolwich and Abbey

Wood etc. The only sub-terranean section would be four tracks in the

tunnel under the Thames at Woolwich, replacing plans for three other

separate sets of costly Thames tunnels, which would form an all purpose

railway including freight. Canary Wharf is served by a short branch on

the surface from near Canning Town (in via the back door). It will be

, necessary to re-construct parts of the DLR which is a comparatively

very cheap option, Apart from the backdoor branch into Canary Wharf,

all of this was put to the Promoters at the minuted meeting on 12

December 2001 but with no adequate responses. Oxford Street is

served already by five tube lines and CNIR would enhance tube

interchanges radically (e.g. Portland Place, for tube interchange only)

there should be greatly improved travel to and within the West End;

(b) less disruption to residents, less environmental impact by tunnelling

mostly under roads, parks and the use of the alignment of existing

underground sections of railway, less risk to the built heritage including
listed buildings and the greater capacity for the movement of tunnelling

spoil and construction materials by rail and fewer lorry movements;

(c) considerably less expensive than Crossrail with fewer engineering costs

and other expenses such as disruption to businesses in Central London

through less demolition, lesser risk of settlement, the shortening of the
tunnel route in the central section by nearly a kilometre in length and

minimising private sector claims and distress thereby resulting in fewer

compensation claims; and

(d) improved links for rail freight in East London and the Thames Gateway

with direct connections to the Channel Tunnel.
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73 The earlier Central Line congestion is already largely relieved by the Jubilee

Line Extension. It is proposed by a few more improved and selected

interchanges that this West End access issue would be addressed at far lower

cost. In particular, the proposed CNIR inclusion of a "Portland Place" major

tube interchange combination of three existing stations, to be constructed in

conjunction with an Examination in Public ("EIP") for CNIR. A key feature of

CNIR is that it requires hardly any EIPs, which are grossly unproductive for

emergency use only, for the reason that CNIR stations are almost entirely

arranged one kilometre apart. This is an extremely large saving.

74 While professional approaches were made to officers of Camden, Islington and

the City of London, there was always prior commitment to Crossrail which the

local authorities will not review notwithstanding the earlier lack of proper

accurate information regarding CNIR which will have affected the decision to

support. In relation to those councils, access to the City and West End can be

vastly improved by over 20 trains per hour, each way, on the improved

Thameslink line by Thameslink 2000 or as may be amended by the Transport

and Works Act public inquiry now in progress. In particular, a simple escalator

connection between St Pauls on the Central Line and City Thameslink stations is

proposed. This will relieve the Central line, Piccadilly line and both branches of

the Northern Line and other interchanges, particularly Holborn. Certainly for

Westminster false information on CNTR appeared in the definitive Report to the
Westminster Planning Committee recommending Crossrail support, which

defect has not been rectified, despite immediate and repeated complaints in

writing and orally, to elected members responsible, from leaders of your

Petitioners.

Loss and Compensation

75 The provisions contained within the Bill for compensation for the compulsory

purchase of property or of subsoil or new other rights will not enable your

Petitioners or other landowners to recover the full loss and expenses which they
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will incur in consequence of the exercise of such powers. Your Petitioners

therefore submit that the Bill should be amended to rectify this.

76 Your Petitioners also object that the compensation provisions of the Bill are

inadequate to compensate your Petitioners or others in circumstances where no

land (or interests in land) is acquired by the Promoter under the Bill, but where

the value of such land and the properties erected on it is reduced or where such

land and the properties erected on it is otherwise adversely or injuriously

affected by the construction or use of the proposed works. Your Petitioners

therefore submit that the Bill should be amended to provide for claims for

adequate compensation in respect of damage arising to their property by the

execution of the works, or for injurious affection thereof by the execution or
working of these works, separately from any claim for compensation in the

respect of acquisition of any land (or interest therein) from your Petitioners

under the powers of acquisition. In particular, the Bill seeks to embrace as a

general act the outmoded Lands Clauses (Consolidation) Act 1845, which
substantially curtails potential compensation claims, in breach of Human Rights

and EU legislation generally.

77 Your Petitioners further submit that the compensation provisions proposed in

the Bill are inadequate to compensate residents for the loss, damage and

inconvenience, attributable to blight to their properties, which they have already

suffered or may now suffer as a result of the prospective construction and

subsequent use of the proposed works. The redevelopment, sale or re-letting of

a number of your Petitioners' properties has already been severely prejudiced by
the Crossrail proposals. The incidence of blight will also continue. The area

will be set in a terminal decline due to the proposed works, as a result of

businesses being unable to continue trading and residents leaving or being

forced to leave the area. Your Petitioners fear, for example, that prospective

lessees of properties will feel that the proposals may so blight some properties

that they would not be interested in acquiring any part of the property, or that
prospective or existing lessees will demand a considerably reduced rent, due to

the prospect of the works. Further provisions should, they submit, be included

in the Bill including provisions respecting the making and assessment of claims
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for compensation, and indemnifying your Petitioners for any loss they might

suffer as the result of unfavourable rent reviews respecting the leases currently

affecting some of their properties insofar as the reduced rent payable (as it may

differ from open market rent) is attributable to the proposed works and their

effect on your Petitioners' properties. Furthermore, compensation should be

available for any loss (so attributable) which your Petitioners might suffer in the

event of them not being able to re-let their properties (in whole or in part) to

existing or new tenants or in the event of them only being able to do so at a

reduced premium or rent.

78 Moreover, the foregoing rental effects are simply a reflection of the potential

losses of residential amenities and business losses of occupying trading concerns

such as shops and hotels. All of the foregoing affects both the local

international tax bases and the full economic effect should be factored in

accordingly. Above all, there has been a campaign to overstate the wider

economic benefits which are likely to accrue for Crossrail. Whether this is true

or exaggerated, as your Petitioners believe it may be, there has been no

comparable analysis by any economists of the equivalent benefits emanating

from CNIR which in the opinion of your Petitioners and their advisors is likely

to be just as good as Crossrail or better. It should therefore be independently

analysed by an agreed independent economist. It is not the intention of your

Petitioners to detain Parliament unduly; but it is pointed out that, the previous

Opposed Bill Committee members of Parliament, when rejecting the same

Crossrail Central London Alignment in May 1994; called for an integrated

London rail scheme including direct airport lines. However, no such official

planning work has been done. Your Petitioners' advisors have worked out a

number of low cost original options which taken together would be far cheaper

than Crossrail and some of them should come much before. This involves

upgrading existing rail lines and altering them to the minimum. Various tax

funding proposals have been made such as development land taxes which have

never worked in the past and /or produced little and also local business and

domestic tax precepts in London, which would fall upon the entire metropolis,

only part of which can benefit from Crossrail and is therefore inequitable. The

Petitioners' advisors respectfully point out that with an airports related scheme
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such as CNIR (and their wider proposals) there is a fair and reasonable

possibility of an air movements tax which might be a fair trade off with the

airline industry.

79 Your Petitioners further submit that the Promoter should be required to

indemnify them from all claims and demands which may be made in

consequence of the construction, use or maintenance of the works under the Bill,

or their failure or want of repair, or in consequence of any act or omission of the

Promoter, his contractors or agents in carrying out the works under the Bill.

80 Your Petitioners submit that provision should be made for the Promoter to pay

compensation on demand for reduction in market value caused by any of the

foregoing. Your Petitioners submit that provision should be made for the

Promoter to indemnify the owner for any injury to the owner, other occupiers,

invitees and licensees at the Properties. Your Petitioners submit that provision

should be made for the Promoter to indemnify the owner if insurance cannot be

obtained by the owner or only any increased premium or subject to particular

conditions/excesses. Your Petitioners submit that provision should be made for

interest to be payable by Promoter on all sums due and not paid. Your

Petitioners submit that provision should be made for all monitoring costs of the

owner to be borne by Promoter. As a general matter, your Petitioners submit
that provision should be made for an overall indemnity by Promoter to put the

owner and occupiers in the same position as in a "no project" or "no scheme
world.".

81 As a general matter, your Petitioners submit that provision should be made for

the Promoter to repay to your Petitioners all proper costs, charges and expenses

(including the proper fees of such professional advisers as they may instruct)

reasonably incurred in consequence of the Bill or of any provision made as a

result of this Petition.

82 There are other clauses and provisions in the Bill which, if passed into law as

they now stand, will prejudicially affect your Petitioners and their rights,
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interests and property and for which no adequate provision is made to protect

your Petitioners.

Conclusion

83 Your Petitioners submit that the Bill fails adequately to safeguard and protect

the interests of your Petitioners and those of their members and should not be

allowed to pass into law without these issues being addressed.

YOUR PETITIONERS THEREFORE HUMBLY PRAY your Honourable House that

the Bill may not be allowed to pass into law as it now stands and that they may be heard

by themselves, Counsel or Agents and with witnesses in support of the allegations of

this Petition against so much of the Bill as affects the property, rights and interests of

your Petitioners and in support of other such clauses and provisions as may be
necessary or expedient for their protection or that such other relief may be given to your

Petitioners in the premises as your Honourable House shall deem meet.

AND YOUR PETITIONERS WILL EVER PRAY, &c.

BIRCHAM DYSON BELL

Parliamentary Agents for

THE RESIDENTS' SOCIETY OF MAYFAIR AND ST JAMES' AND

THE GROSVENOR MAYFAIR RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
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